wind eddies under stormy weather,
like the average effect of a large number of molecules, does profitably yield
to a little mathematics. This formula
strictly applicable only to the Muroto
typhoon, tends to show that the values of constants must vary considerably, as one would expect, with the
varying cyclones and topographical

surroundings of different stations. It
is not, for example, in any way justifiable to interpret its meaning when
v — o as indicating that 14.0 m/s is
the highest possible wind velocity
[gust] under "calm" weather. The
formula we have given is obviously
only empirical.— (Received, April 15,
1938).

Local Forecasting of Heavy Winter Precipitation at
Blue Hill ( I - I I ) *
HERBERT G . D O R S E Y , J R .
Blue Hill Observatory, Harvard University, Milton,

Mass.

INTRODUCTION

to make fairly good
forecasts of precipitation and temperature from synoptic surfacemaps, but the problem of forecasting
snow involves additional knowledge of
the temperature to be expected at
about 1,000 to 7,000 feet above sea
level.
T IS POSSIBLE

I

Practically all forecasting has been
improved by the advent of routine airplane soundings, and the increasing
use of the radiometeorograph, which
•There will be a concluding installment
of this study in the next issue of the BULLETIN
which will be "On the Use of Mt. Washington
Data in Short-term Forecasting for Boston"
(read at Washington meeting, 1938).
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provides much upper-air data for the
preparation of charts representing
the atmospheric structure. However,
these soundings give only an instantaneous picture of the conditions aloft,
and occur but once daily at present.
If there are low clouds, indications of
the wind directions and velocities aloft
are also lacking. Furthermore, for
most cases here discussed the airplane
and pilot-balloon soundings were not
possible on the stormy days when they
would have been of most value in

such a study as this. Therefore they
have been omitted from this preliminary investigation.
Since the establishment of the Mt.
Washington Observatory in October
1932*, a continuous record of the
weather at 6,270 feet has been available to forecasters. When the mountain effect on the passing air has been
allowed for, the Mt. Washington reports may be taken as a fair index to
free-air conditions at that height over
New England.t

( I ) A Study of Seven Great Snowstorms of the Winter-type,

During the investigations of snowstorm forecasting for Boston and vicinity that have been made at Blue
Hill, the correlation of Mt. Washington reports with surface data has
been studied. This part of the article
presents a preliminary analysis of the
heaviest winter-type snowfalls occurring in eastern Massachusetts since
the Mt. Washington reports became
available in the winter of 1932-33, and
considers the forecasting significance
of the combined synoptic, Blue Hill,
and mountains data in those cases
when solid precipitation might have
been expected locally.
Because of certain differing synoptic and seasonal characteristics it was
found necessary to divide the group of
nine great snowstorms studied in connection with this investigation into
two types for separate consideration.
Thus seven of these snowfalls may be
considered typical "winter storms,"
while two of them make up a "springtime type." We naturally treat the
winter ones first.
All of the winter type originated as
disturbances that moved in from the
Pacific, and six of these subsequently
exhibited a marked similarity of development. One of the winter storms
was held well to the southern route,
until it finally swept NE-ward from
the vicinity of Hatteras; but the

1933-38

others all received new energy from a
TG flow and were occluded in the Lake
region—the surface circulation thereafter being under the domination of
rapidly deepening coastal secondaries
that developed in the trough of the occlusion. Whenever this combination
also found New England covered with
a substantial depth of Pc air, the
great snowstorms seemed to follow inevitably. The most intense developments of secondaries were favored
by the persistence of a narrow NPP
zone ahead of the occluding Pc, until
the system progressed well into the
eastern Gulf region or even up the
Atlantic coast.
The Blue Hill data revealed a behavior that was just what would have
been expected at a representative surface station. The wTinter-type snows
come with falling pressure, increasing
winds from the NE quadrant, and low
temperature; when the upper cloud
levels could be observed before a snowfall, the highest clouds in advance
were moving from N of W and the
last visible ones from S of W, indicating general temperature gradients
favorable for E-ward and NE-ward
motion of the low pressure center.
As the centers of these cyclones passed
JMonahan and Pagliuca, Trans. Am. Geophys. Un., 1933, pp. 85-8.
tl. I. Sehell, Trans. Am. Geophys. Un., 1935,
Pt. I, pp. 127-140.
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to the south of Blue Hill, the end of
snowfall came with a NW trend of
wind and steadying or rising pressure. However, if a relatively warm
PA current reaches the station, or TG
flows strongly at a short distance
aloft, rising temperature brings to a
premature end the solid precipitation.
The significant data from Mt. Washington exhibit the essential tendencies that might be expected from a
station in cold air (in these cases) at
that elevation. Warming-up takes
place well in advance of precipitation,
when the summit is in a Pc flow, and
usually before the final decrease in
NW-wind velocities. Calm conditions
and a wind shift to easterly are characteristic at the beginnings of the
winter-type snowfalls, together with
falling pressure or an abrupt check
of a rapid rise. In cases where the
old occlusion goes inland to the north
and the summit wind becomes strong
southerly (in contrast to the coastal
NE-lies of the secondary dominating at sealevel), the cold air is likely
to be wiped out in southern New England and a change to rain or glazing
conditions may be expected—unless
the cold layer is quite deep or the disturbances are moving very rapidly.
Decreasing E-ly wind components,
and pressure tendencies becoming unsteady or rising, precede the end of
snowfall.
In general, it may be said that winter snows accompanying the trough
of an old occlusion or slow moving
secondary cold front and ordinarily
expected to be light falls, become
heavy when a strong tropical flow

and steepened temperature gradient in
the cold air develop,—in which case
an intense secondary develops and
moves NE-ward and the NPC air over
New England remains moderately
cold and deep.
On the other hand, a snow forecast
for Boston most often fails when a
ridge of high pressure is centered
over central New England with an
extension to a deep cold mass of air
north of the Great Lakes, and a deep,
slow-moving cyclone is to the northeast. The wind on Mt. Washington
holds in the NW, with rising pressure.
The ridge will persist until an active
and field of continuing pressure fall
appears in the middle Atlantic States.
Under such conditions of high pressure distribution and cold-air flow, a
preliminary advance of tropical air
into the Ohio valley—without any accompanying development of cyclonic
circulation there—may, as it ascends
the south slope of the cold air mass,
produce precipitation along and just
south of the crest of the cold ridge
E-ward to the coast of southern New
England, as on April 6, 1938; meanwhile eastern Massachusetts and central New England remain in the region
of subsiding air aloft and escape precipitation until a vigorous disturbance
moves NE-ward from the gulf region.
The descriptions of the seven great
winter-type snowstorms that were
studied, together with the synoptic:
summaries and the significant Blue
Hill and Mt. Washington data, make
up the content of the following paragraphs.

S N O W S T O R M OF F E B R U A R Y 2 5 - 2 6 ,

Snow started in mid-afternoon on
Feb. 25 and continued for over 24
hours at Blue Hill, giving 12.3 inches
new snow with a water content of 1.06
inches. Provincetown reported 18 in.,
Worcester and Concord, N. H., 11

1933

in. The synoptic situation leading up
to this snowstorm was as follows:—
On Feb. 23, a disturbance passed
along the mid-continent route down
the St. Lawrence Valley. High pressure in the east Gulf (of Mexico)
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brought a strong TG flow into the
warm sector, giving Boston a 64°
maximum temperature. The subsequent outbreak of Pc air carried the
cold front only a short distance south
of New England where it was checked

FIG.

1

by the advance of another active center in the west. This disturbance,
moving as a dying wave from the
Pacific northwest, experienced regeneration with a TG warm sector over
the southern Great Lakes. It was
moving E-ward the morning of the
25th (lowest pressure reported, 29.56"
at Detroit), following the old Pc
front where the cold flow was being
maintained behind the preceding disturbance stagnating near Newfoundland. Fig. 1 shows the air-mass locations and frontal alignments at this
time. The deep cold air over New
England was augmented during the
night of the 25th by the arrival of a
secondary cold front swinging southward behind the Newfoundland center of action. The principal disturbance now deepened rapidly to
about 29.00 in. while passing off Nan-
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tucket the morning of the 26th, producing heavy snow by forced ascent
of TM air over cold Pc.
At Blue Hill,* the approach of the
deepening system was indicated when
the clear and moderately cool night of
Feb. 24 (27° F at 8:00 a.m., the 25th)
gave way to rapidly increasing Cist at
4 km from the WNW$ with rapid motion, and the NW wind forcet 4 Beaufort was decreasing and becoming
light variable. At 2.00 p.m., the wind
had become light SE, the temperature
had reached its maximum of 33°, the
pressure was falling rapidly and the
thickening Ast now moved from the
SW. Snow started at 2:30 p.m., and
continued through the night, while the
wind shifted to E and NE. At 8:00
a.m., the 26th, the temperature had
fallen to 22°, the pressure had steadied,
and the wind was NNW force 5. The
pressure was rising slowly at 2:00
p.m., the wind NW, and there were
occasional light spots in the Stcu
overhead. The snowfall ended at
5:00 p.m.
On Mt. Washington the morning of
the 25th, the NW wind force 12 and
3° temperature of 8:00 p.m. the 24th,
had decreased to NW force 9 and the
temperature was up to 9°. A Cist
overcast was moving in at 4.7 km
rapidly from the NW. The pressure
held steady until noon, but was falling
rapidly by 2:00 p.m., when the wind
was calm, and thick Ast at 4 km was
moving very slowly from the SW.
Snow and fog were reported by 4:30
p.m., when the wind had become light
SE, and was continuing at 8:00 a.m.
*The data are not presented here in tabular form, in order to avoid loss of emphasis
on the forecasting significance of the shortterm changes in pressure, wind direction and
velocity, temperature, and cloud types and
motions.
J A "snowy" direction : cf., C. F. Brooks and
E. M. Harwood, Jr.,: Cloud observations in
short-term forecasting of snowstorms, Trans.
Am. Geophys. Un., 1935, Pt. I, pp. 110-114.
tin connection with wind velocities, force
will hereafter mean force Beaufort.
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the 26th with NE wind force 4, 9°,
and steady barometer since midnight.
At 2:00 p.m., the temperature was

still steady at 9°, but the wind had become N force 5 in course of a slow
trend to NW.

S N O W S T O R M OF M A R C H 1 - 3 , 1 9 3 3

Snow and rainsnow ( = rain and snow
falling together) fell from the morning of March 1 to the morning of the
2nd, and light snow fell for 20 hours
beginning late the afternoon of the
2nd, leaving an accumulation of 9.4
in. new snow (1.04" melted precipitation) at Blue Hill. The synoptic situation preceding and during this snowstorm was as follows:—The coastal
disturbance of Feb. 26 (the storm
described above) moved to a position

centered SE of Nova Scotia on the
27th, and Boston continued in a moderately cold PC flow. On the 28th, this
thoroughly occluded and filling center
had recurved to Halifax (28.80") with
NPC and PA circulating around the
vortex. At the same time, an old disturbance which had moved in from
the Pacific coast with diminishing intensity, was centered over Sioux
Lookout (29.94") on the eastern front
of a Pc outbreak that was accom-

panied by abnormally high pressure
(Coppermine, 31.22").
There was
also a disturbance moving eastward
across the Gulf and centered near
New Orleans (29.74"). At 8:00 a.m.,
March 1st, the north Atlantic disturbance was still about stationary
and had filled to 29.36 in. near Sable
Island. It had absorbed the western
low pressure center, releasing the Pc
flow southward. PA and NTM air was
now appearing in the flow around its
north side, filling the old occluded
trough that was swinging around it
and approaching New England, and
producing snow or rain along the
coast as it rode aloft over the NW-ly
surface winds. Meanwhile, the Gulf
disturbance was passing off the Florida
coast toward Bermuda. On the morning of the 2nd, the merging of the old
northern with the Gulf disturbance
resulted in a strong center located
about 400 miles east of Hatteras
(see Fig. 2 for corresponding air-mass
map), which moved slowly northward to a position about 200 miles
SW of Halifax (lowest pressure reported, 29.38") at 8:00 a.m., tha 3rd,
and was accompanied by snow and
NW gales along the New England
coast.
At Blue Hill, on the morning of
March 1st, the temperature continued
at 29° from the previous evening, the
pressure was still rising slowly, but
the WNW wind had decreased from
force 6 to force 4, and the sky had
become overcast with Acu at 3 km
moving slowly from the NW. By 9:00
a.m., Ast was moving slowly from
NExE, and at 9:48 a.m., snow started
to fall. Rainsnow fell all day with
rising pressure and light NW winds.
The pressure fell toward morning on
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the 2nd and, at 8:00 a.m., the wind
was NE force 5 with the temperature
now up to 31° and still rising. The
snow stopped at 9:00 a.m. Rising
pressure followed, with light drizzle
until about 4:40 p.m., when the wind
became NW once more after slowlyshifting back from the NE of early
morning, and the temperature went
below freezing again. NW gales,
falling pressure and moderate snowfall continued through the night with
the temperature steady at 31°. At
8:00 a.m., the 3rd, the pressure had
steadied and the snow became very
light. At 2:00 p.m., the pressure was

rising steadily and only occasional
snow flurries were reported.
On Mt. Washington, during the
night of Feb. 28th, the NW wind
force 4 shifted to NE force 5, with a
temperature increase from 12° to 16°.
Fine snow filled the air at 8:00 a.m.
the 1st, and the pressure was practically steady. These conditions, with
the addition of fog and a rise in wind
to force 12, prevailed essentially on
the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd. But the pressure, which fell slowly the night of
the 2nd, steadied by 8:00 a.m. the
3rd (temp. 13°) and was rising steadily at 2.00 p.m.

S N O W S T O R M OF F E B R U A R Y 1 9 - 2 0 ,

Snow began early on the evening of
Feb. 19 and accumulated to a depth
of 15 in. with 1.79 in. water content
by mid-afternoon the 20th at Blue
Hill. This large snowfall has been
discussed by C. H. Pierce in his article
on "The Cold Winter of 1933-34,"
where analyzed maps of that synoptic
situation were presented for four successive mornings, Feb. 17-20 inclusive.* On the morning of Feb. 16,
a large mass of Pc air had overspread
the eastern U. S. after moving rapidly southward behind a deep low
pressure center (28.5", Feb. 14) in
Baffin Strait. NPP air covered the
Rocky Mountain States and there
were two weak disturbances on the
front between this air and the colder
Pc. TP air was spreading slowly inland all along the Pacific coast. By
the 17th, a fresh outbreak of Pc was
spreading SE-ward over the mid-continent behind the low pressure center
that had remained over Baffin Land.
The new Pc frontal trough offered a
natural path for the disturbance involving NPP and TP that had moved
in from the Pacific. Fig. 3 shows the
surface analyses for 8:00 a.m. Feb.
•BULLETIN, March, 1934, pp. 61-78; Figs. 11,
12, and 13 of that article are reproduced as
Figs. 3, 4, and 5.

1934

18 and 19. This disturbance obtained
additional energy when TG air was
drawn into its circulation as it
passed north of the Gulf, and, by
8:00 p.m. the 19th was centered at
Hatteras (29.54"). At this time the
new Pc front extended north through
western New England to Labrador.
It had been accompanied since morning by a belt of snowfall on the colder
side, extending from the St. Lawrence
to Virginia, but now snow had also
started in New England on the east
side where the old NPC lay centered
just off the coast as a deep ridge of
cool air. The Pc front was now
checked in its eastward advance, but
the cyclone intensified rapidly during
the night as it moved north along this
boundary of fresh cold air. On the
morning of the 20th, the cyclone was
near Block Island from which the
lowest pressure, 28.78 in. was reported
(see Fig. 4). Extremely
heavy snowfall occurred where tropical air suffered forced ascent in the
region of steepest gradient west of
the Pc front (Fig. 5). The storm center gradually filled beyond this point
and continued in a NE-ly path.
At Blue Hill, the morning of the
19th, the wind had become SSW force
3 after slowly turning from NW
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Fig. 3. A series of maps copied from the M. I. T. file analyzed by Prof. Willett; these were discussed briefly by C. H.
Pierce in the B U L L . , March, 1 9 3 4 , pp. 6 1 - 7 8 . The data for most of the stations has been omitted in order to avoid confusion.
(Temperatures are shown by figures east of station. Wind velocities shown by the barbs at end of direction arrow,—
one short barb for each Beaufort number. Double parallel lines represent the warm fronts, heavy solid lines represent cold
fronts, and broken lines occluded fronts. Stippled area shows the precipitation area at time of observation. The following
Fig. 4 is the same.)

Fig. 4 shows the sudden intensification of the coastal
storm and the subsequent movement of the Pc air mass
(from Pierce, see Fig. 3).

Fig. 5 is a W-E cross-section of the air masses over
southeastern New England and just north of the cyclone
center at 8.00 a.m. the 20th, showing the occlusion of TG
air causing heavy snowfall around New Haven due to
lifting of the TG, but only light snow at Fall River where
the TG is not being lifted much (from Pierce, see Fig. 3).
through E on the 18th, the pressure
was falling slowly, broken Acu and
Ast were moving from the WSW and
the temperature was 21°. At 2:00
p.m., the temperature was 36°, the
wind having shifted back to S force
3; the slow pressure fall continued,
but the broken Acu were moving more
rapidly now—and from the SW. Snow
started lightly at 6:34 p.m., becoming
heavy during the night, when the
pressure fell at an increasing rate.
The wind had turned and freshened
to NE force 9 by 8:00 a.m., the 20th,
when the temperature was 30° and

11 in. of new snow with 1.49 in. water
content had accumulated. The steep
pressure fall and heavy snow continued until 10:00 a.m., when the
wind shifted to N and the pressure
began to rise rapidly. At 2:00 p.m.,
the pressure was still rising rapidly
and the force 9 wind had backed to
NW. Subsequent snowfall was insignificant and stopped altogether
around 4:00 p.m., when 4 in. new snow
(.30", melted)
had fallen since
morning.
On Mt. Washington, the morning
of the 19th, the wind had become SW
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force 6—after shifting from light NW
through W on the 18th—the pressure
was falling slowly, the temperature
continued at the 18° mark of the previous day, and there was a diffuse Acu
and Ast overcast. At 2:00 p. m., the
SW wind diminishing, the pressure
still fell slowly and the temperature
held at 18°. The Acu moved from the
WSW with moderate velocity and was
very dark in the SW. At 8:00 p.m.,
snow and fog had set in, the tempera-

ture had fallen to 12° with the wind
calm and pressure steady. There was
an increasing fall of pressure during
the night. The wind had shifted to
NE force 9 by 8:00 a.m., when the
temperature was down to 5° and
heavy snow continued. At 2:00 p.m.,
the temperature was 1°, the pressure
had risen sharply from its lowest
value and the NE gale was diminishing. The snowfall ended in the
afternoon.

S N O W S T O R M OF J A N U A R Y 2 3 - 2 4 ,

A 24-hr snowfall began the forenoon
of Jan. 23 giving 14 in. total depth of
new snow with 2.40 in. water content
at Blue Hill. The synoptic situation
preceding and accompanying this
snowstorm was as follows:—On Jan.
20th, there was a shallow layer of NPC
over the eastern U. S. This air was
being overrun by tropical air flowing
under the combined influence of a disturbance that had come in on the

middle Pacific coast the 16th of Jan.
and of the anticyclonic circulation accompanying an old mass of Pc air

1935

which was slowly moving off the Atlantic coast. Due to the shallowness
of the NPC, this disturbance moved
NE-ward over the Lakes to a position
centered near Doucet (29.36"), by
8:00 p.m., January 21st. The N-S
alignment of the Pc front now allowed the cold air to pass rapidly
southward into the Gulf region, while
the TM air was displaced only a short
distance off the Atlantic coast. Fig.
6 shows the surface location of airmasses and fronts at 8:00 a.m. Jan.
22. A secondary cold front formed
between this S-ward moving air and a
fresh Pc outbreak coming south behind the disturbance, which had continued toward Baffin Land. On the
night of the 22nd, this secondary pressure trough was passing over the Lake
region toward the coast, where an occluding wave had developed on the primary and now stagnating Pc front—
lowest pressure about 29.80 in. near
Columbia, S.C. All that night the TM
air spread inland over the shallow NPC
covering the north Atlantic States,
and in the morning, when the fresh
Pc reached the coast, the disturbance
intensified rapidly. At 8:00 a.m., the
23rd, the center of low pressure was
just passing off Hatteras (29.72").
The NE-ward passage of this storm
was accompanied by heavy snow and
northerly gales in New England that
afternoon and all night. By 8:00
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a.m., the 24th, this disturbance had
moved to a position centered about
100 miles east of Portland (lowest
pressure about 29.60"), and was continuing NE-ward. The tropical air
had been overrunning at a low height,
causing the snow that fell in eastern
Massachusetts to be very dense. Removal from Boston streets was not
completed before March.*
At Blue Hill, 8:00 p.m., the 22nd,
the wind had turned from W to N and
had decreased, the pressure was rising very slowly, the sky overcast with
Ast moving moderately from the
WSW, and the temperature was 25°.
By 8:00 a.m., the 23rd, the pressure
had begun to fall slowly, the wind had
just shifted to NNE and was increasing, the temperature had fallen
to 19°, and thickening Ast was now
moving moderately from the W. Fine
snow started at 9:00 a.m., and became
heavy by 2:00 p.m., when the temperature was still 19°. The pressure
was falling at that time, with the
wind NNE force 4. Northerly gales
developed by 8:00 p.m., with steadily
falling pressure and a temperature of
10°.
The heavy snow continued
through the night, but, by 8:00 a.m.,

the 24th, the pressure had leveled off
and started a rapid rise, while the
wind began backing to NW. The large
ragged remnants of the snow clouds
were moving at moderate speed from
SW. The snow soon became light
and stopped entirely by 10:00 a.m.
On Mt. Washington, at 8:00 p.m.,
the 22nd, the summit had been clear
of fog since 3:00 p.m., the pressure
was level after a sharp rise and NW
wind force 12 was decreasing. The
temperature was —8°, and there were
scattered Acu in the SE. The morning
of the 23rd found the wind down
to W force 8, the temperature
up to 0°, the pressure steady, and
increasing high clouds. Snow began to fall during a dead calm in the
afternoon, and by 8:00 p.m., the pressure was falling, the wind was NE
force 2, and the temperature was 2°.
The snow stopped early the next
morning. At 8:00 a.m., the 24th, the
wind had turned to NNE force 6, the
pressure was unsteady, and the temperature was —3°. The wind became
NW force 12 by 2:00 p.m., the temperature already having fallen to
—15°.

S N O W S T O R M OF J A N U A R Y 1 8 - 1 9 ,

Snow fell from the forenoon of Jan.
18th, with an intermission early that
evening, until after nightfall the
19th. The combined effect of an occluded low-pressure center followed by
a rapidly moving wave disturbance
in the trough of the occlusion, gave
a total depth of new snow and sleet
amounting to 14 in. (2.98", melted) at
Blue Hill. The synoptic situation
leading up to this snowfall was as
follows:—On the morning of January
16th, a cold front had just passed off
the New England coast in the rear of
an old occluded low-pressure center,
•BULLETIN, June-July, 1935, p.
March, 1936, p. 80-81.

174-5 ; and

1936

and Pc air covered most of the central and eastern U.S. Two waves had
moved in from the Pacific along the
western Pc front, but the first one
was dying out in the southern Mississippi basin with mostly Ts aloft. By
8:00 a.m., the 18th, the second wave
had gone into occlusion, after receiving energy in the midwest from a
TG current aloft, and was filling rapidly near Cleveland (lowest pressure
reported, 29.58"). Wet snow and
rainsnow fell at Boston during the
day, as the dying system moved Eward across southern New England.
Figs. 7, 8, and 9 show the air-mass
maps for the strong activity in the
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next 24 hours. In the Gulf region the
fresh surge of Pc was producing violent thunderstorm activity in accompaniment to a rapidly intensifying
secondary, New Orleans and several
other stations reporting 29.54 in. This
new disturbance took the form of a
rapidly moving wave and had deepened

FIG.

night from WNW force 4 to ENE
force 4. The temperature had fallen
from 18° to 13°, and the sky was
overcast with Acu and Ast moving
rapidly from the SW. There had
already been a snowflurry in the early
morning hours. Snow started at 9:00
a.m., changed to sleet at 1:00 p.m.,
and became mixed with freezing rain
at 2:30 p.m. The precipitation ended
at 6:00 p.m., when the wind had become NNW 4 and the pressure was
steady. By 8:00 p.m., the temperature had fallen to 21° from the maximum of 31°. At 8:00 a.m., the 19th,
the wind had backed to N force 4 and
was increasing; the pressure was
falling again, the temperature down

7

to 29.06 in. at Asheville, the morning of
the 19th. Tropical air now overran
the cold air which had come southward behind the old occlusion, and
snow was falling from Tennessee to
Massachusetts. Subsequent action was
so rapid that the wave had occluded
and moved to a position south of Nantucket (lowest pressure reported,
28.94"), by 8:00 p.m., that same day.
Winds over 50 mph were reported all
along the Atlantic coast and there
was a very heavy fall of snow or rain.
The snow ceased at Boston late that
night, and the disturbance was over
Newfoundland by the morning of
the 20th.
At Blue Hill, the morning of the
18th, the pressure was falling rapidly
and the wind had shifted during the

FIG.

8

to 16 0 ; and it had already been snowing moderately for several hours. The
pressure fell very rapidly the rest of
the day with continued heavy sleet
and snow. At 8:00 p.m., the wind was
NE force 8, the temperature had
risen to 27°, and the pressure leveled
off. Comparatively little snow fell
thereafter.
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On Mt. Washington, at 7:25 a.m.,
the 18th, the pressure was falling
from the crest of a previous rise, and
the NW wind force 12 of the previous
evening had subsided to NW force 3.
The temperature had risen from —3°
to 7°, and a low St overcast had
moved in. At 8:00 am., snow began,
soon followed by fog. At 1:25 p.m.,
still snowing with fog, temperature
steady; the pressure had begun to
level off, and the wind increased to
WSW force 12. By 7:25 p.m., the
pressure was rising, the wind was
moderating rapidly, and snow only in
flurries. At 7:25 a.m., the 19th, the
pressure was leveling off, and the
wind had dropped to NW force 3; the
temperature had risen to 14°, and a
St overcast was again hanging low
over the summit. By 1:25 p.m., the
pressure was falling sharply, the wind
having shifted to E and increased to
force 6, and snow with fog had set in

had already become variable, the
wind returned to N, force 12; and
the temperature dropped to —1°. The
snow stopped during the night.

again. At 7 :25 p.m., the pressure fail

Fig

S N O W S T O R M OF F E B R U A R Y 1 3 - 1 4 ,

Snow fell from the evening of Feb.
13 to late afternoon on the 14th,
giving 9 inches of new snow (1.76"
melted precipitation) at Blue Hill.
The synoptic situation accompanying
this snowstorm was as follows:—On
the morning of the 12th the Atlantic
coastal region was covered with Pc
air which had been streaming from
the NW since the night of the 9th.
Indications were that this cold flow
would continue, since the preceding
low center was curving back over Labrador toward Baffin Land. Temperatures were mild in the southwestern
U. S., under the influence of a number
of minor wave disturbances that had
moved in from the Pacific. TG was
beginning to come in aloft over west
Texas, into an occluded low there.
Fig. 10 shows the air-mass map for
8:00 a.m. Feb. 13. By the evening
of the 13th, two active low-pressure
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centers had developed, one near Chicago (29.44") and the other near
Columbia, S. C. (29.40"), which were
accompanied by widespread precipitation. The southern storm had an open
warm sector of TG, and displayed the
more rapid deepening tendency. Cold
air of moderate depth was still over
New England, but it was already
snowing at Albany and New Haven.
At 8:00 a.m., the 14th, the coastal
disturbance had occluded off Hatteras and deepened to 29.26 in.,
lowest pressure being reported from
a ship south of Delaware Breakwater. It was dominating the circulation and causing a slow filling
of the inland center (Detroit, 29.48").
It had already snowed moderately at
Boston, and continuing heavy precipitation was indicated by a pressure fall
of 0.12 in. the previous three hours
at Nantucket. The snowfall had
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ended generally by 8:00 p.m., though
the lowest pressure was just east
of Nantucket (29.34").
At Blue Hill, by the 13th, the wind,
westerly since the 12th, had decreased
and became variable. At 2:00 p.m.,
the pressure was steady, and the temperature was 18°. The Acu and Ast
overcast that had been moving rapidly
from the WxN, in the morning, had
thickened and become diffuse. By
8:00 p.m., the pressure had begun to
fall and the wind was increasing from
the ENE. There was little change
in temperature. Snow began at 9:00
p.m., and continued to fall heavily,
accompanied by ENE winds force 6-7.
By 2:00 p.m., the 14th, the pressure
was continuing to fall but the wind
had backed to NE, and the temperature had risen to 27°. However, an
hour later the pressure leveled off
and thereafter the snowfall was insignificant.
On Mt. Washington, at 7:25 a. m.,
the 13th, the NW wind force 12 was
decreasing; the pressure rising rapidly; temperature, —16°; and breaks
were beginning to appear in the fog.
At 1:25 p.m., the wind was only light
northerly, pressure rise continued,
temperature was up to —5°, and the
sky overcast with Cist and Ast from
the WNW. By 7:25 p.m., the pressure was leveling off and the wind
calm; the temperature had risen to
1°; thick Ast overcast from the W.
SNOWSTORM

Snow that started during the night
was continuing at 7:25 a.m., the 14th,
when the pressure was falling steadily
with the wind S force 7 and the tem-

perature had gone up to 14°. By
1:25 p.m., the pressure was falling
rapidly, the wind was S force 10, and
the temperature was 17°. But by 7:25
p.m., the wind had become SW force
2, with the pressure rising steadily;
the temperature rise had finally
stopped at 27°, and the fog just broken away revealing St from the SW
and a few stars.

OF J A N U A R Y

Snow started in the early morning
hours of January 1st and became
mixed with rain and sleet, before
stopping late in the afternoon. The
total depth of new snow and sleet at
Blue Hill was 7.2 in. with a .96 in.
water content. The synoptic situation
associated with this storm was as follows:—On the evening of Dec. 30th,
fresh Pc was spreading over the
northeastern U. S. behind an old oc-
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cluded cyclone off Labrador. A minor
wave disturbance had passed off the
New England coast along the cold
front of this Pc air during the day.
The highest pressure was still over
Hudson Bay (Moosonee, 30.54") and
the pressure was still rising there;
but a large disturbance, which had
moved in from the Pacific along the
western Pc front, was moving E-ward
and bringing TG air into its circula-
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tion. Fig. 11 shows the surface airmasses and fronts at 8:00 a.m., Dec.
31. At 8:00 p.m., the 31st, the main
occluded low-pressure center was filling near Grand Rapids ( 2 9 . 5 8 " ) , but
the pressure was falling actively in

FIG.

II

western Pennsylvania and New York.
Snow had started at Albany, and the
pressure had steadied at Boston with
a light NW wind. By 8:00 a.m., Jan.
1st moderate snow had fallen along
the north Atlantic coast; NTM air
from south of a secondary warm front
off Long Island was being abruptly
lifted aloft over southern New England, where the precipitation, however, had turned to sleet and rain
along the coast. Except for the drizzle, this ceased in the late afternoon
with the abrupt passage inland of an
NPA front. NPC coming from the
west, around the old occlusion, brought
freezing temperatures again by the
morning of the 2nd.

At Blue Hill, the pressure was
steady after 2:00 p.m., Dec. 31st.
The temperature, after reaching a
maximum of 21°, fell to 16° by 8:00
p.m., when the wind was shifting from
NW to N and thick Ast were moving
moderately from the W. After 10:00
p.m., the pressure fell and snow
started about midnight. During the
morning of Jan. 1st, the pressure fell
more actively, with ENE wind force
5, temperature 13°, and a moderate
snowfall continuing. By 2:00 p.m.,
the wind was still strong ENE, though
the pressure had leveled off when the
NPA warm front passed; the temperature reached 30°, and sleet was
falling with the snow. After 4:00
p.m. the pressure started falling again
and the precipitation soon became all
sleet. By 8:00 p.m., with the wind
still ENE, and the temperature now
above freezing, light rain mixed with
drizzle was falling. In lowland cold
spots with remnants of NPC air, light
glaze formed until early the morning
of the 2nd.
On Mt. Washington, at 7:10 p.m.,
Dec. 31st, the sky was cloudless, the
pressure rising rapidly; the wind had
died down from NW force 12 to NW
force 4 since early aflternoon, while the
temperature had risen from—8° to +
6°. By 1:10 a.m., Jan. 1st, the wind was
NE force 10, the pressure steady, temperature 4°, and it had just begun to
snow. At 7:10, a.m., the pressure
was rising again and the wind had increased to E force 12; temperature
was 6°. However, by 1:10 p.m., the
pressure was falling and the wind
had veered to S force 8, bringing the
temperature up to 10°. Subsequently,
the temperature rose to 24° before
morning the 2nd, with wind still from
the S, force 7.
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( 2 ) A Study of T w o Spring-Type Snowstorms

These spring snowstorms were associated with deep occluded cyclones
that moved slowly up the Atlantic
coast from the Gulf region. PA air
eventually made up the greatest part
of their circulation, and they were accompanied by almost continuous precipitation — maintained by dynamic
cooling in their cold cores—during
the slow NE-ward or looping passages that they made. Forecasting the
spring snowstorm depends upon anticipating the alignment and intensity
of the surface pressure gradient that
would produce strong northerly winds
and freezing temperatures in the
lower layers.
The sequence of events in the Blue
Hill data during the spring-type
snowstorms is somewhat the reverse
of that found with the winter type.
The pressure rises
continuously

throughout the transitions from rain
to snow and back to rain again. The
change to snow is presaged by a more
northerly component in the wind and
an increased velocity. The temperature accordingly falls from just above
freezing to slightly below. The termination of snowfall comes with an
E-ward veer of the wind and decrease
in velocity, when the temperature
again rises above freezing. The association of fronts with this stage of
these cold vortices is practically impossible.
At Mt. Washington, the spring-type
snowstorms come with rising pressure, increasing NE and E wind, and
steady temperature. Toward the end
of those storms, the wind decreases,
and the temperature rises considerably.

S N O W S T O R M OF A P R I L 9 - 1 0 ,

Rain changed to snow during the
night of April 9th and continued until
the afternoon of the 10th. This snow
was very wet and gave a depth of 4
in. with a water content 1.38 in. at
Blue Hill. The .synoptic situation
associated with this snowfall was as
follows:—After a Pc front passed off
the New England coast the evening
of March 28, the polar front lay
across the southern U. S. and Boston
received no precipitation over .01 in.
until the night of April 8th. At that
time, when the Pc had been replaced
by an E-ward flow of PA, it began to
rain under the influence of an occluding wave disturbance in the southeastern U. S. This low pressure center developed in connection with conditions that had been unsettled in the
Gulf region since the evening of April
5th, and was then passing off Hatteras
(lowest pressure reported 29.64"),
moving ENE-ward. Fig. 12 shows
the frontal alignments at 8:00 a.m.,

1935

Fig

12

April 9. This disturbance moved
s o slowly that it was only SW of
Nantucket by 8:00 p.m. April 9th,
and just S of there the morning of the
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10th. This borderline case produced
snowfalls in excess of 1 ft at hilly locations nearby in Massachusetts and
New Hampshire, though the sealevel
temperatures were above freezing in
the turbulent PA layer.
At Blue Hill, on the morning of the
9th, there were a few snowsqualls
mixed with the rain that had started
falling during the night. The wind
was shifting to NE from the E of the
previous day and was increasing, the
temperature was 34°. By 8:00 p.m.,
the pressure had started to rise,
though the wind was still NE force 8
and the temperature was steady at
34°. Wet snow began during the
night and continued at 8:00 a.m. the
10th, with rising pressure, NNE wind
force 7, and temperature steady at
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32°. At 4:00 p.m., the wind backed
to NE, the temperature rose above
freezing and all precipitation stopped
completely.
On Mt. Washington there was no
precipitation the morning of the 9th,
though falling pressure had been followed by rising tendencies after 8:00
a.m., and the wind wTas E force 12
with the temperature averaging 18°.
It became foggy and snowed after a
NE windshift at 3:00 p.m., and was
continuing at 8:00 p.m. But by 8:00
a.m., the 10th, the snow and fog had
stopped and there was only a broken
Sc layer over the summit. The pressure kept on rising while the wind
shifted back to E force 10 by 2:00
p.m. The temperature was up to 22°
and there was a Stcu overcast.
12-13, 1933
the night of the 13th. The synoptic
situation in connection with this snowfall was as follows:—Early on the

S N O W S T O R M OF A P R I L

Rain changed to snow the night
of April 12th and heavy snow accumulated to a depth of 7.0 in. with 1.05

FIG.

13

in. water content by the morning of
the 13th at Blue Hill. Rainsnow
through the day changed to rain again

morning of April 8th a thoroughly
occluded disturbance passed over New
England. It moved away slowly to
a position between Sable Id. and Cape
Race on the 10th but was not followed
by a strong Pc outbreak. Meanwhile
a disturbance, that had moved SEward along the Pacific front to Omaha
on the 8th, stagnated in the Mississippi valley while TG spread slowly
northward toward the Great Lakes
and Pc air flowed southward behind
it as far as southern California. The
TG was recurving aloft towards Winnipeg, thunderstorms occurring as far
north as Duluth with surface temperatures no higher than 30° on the
morning of the 10th. At 8:00 a.m.,
the 11th, high pressure and anticyclonic circulation was becoming established over the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
sweeping NPC—becoming—PA air on
to the north Atlantic coast. The Pc
front had reached the western Gulf of
Mexico and, as it moved eastward,
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was occluding the small remaining the deep secondary still centered near
sector of NPP along with the fresh TG, Bermuda, while the old disturbance
producing widespread thunderstorm slowly filled up over Hudson Bay.
At Blue Hill, the evening of the
activity in the southeastern United
States. Fig. 13 shows the air-mass 12th, the rainfall of the day was conmap for 8:00 a.m., April 12. By tinuing, the temperature 36° and the
this time the occluded disturbance pressure falling slowly, but the E
was SE of Ft. Churchill and had wind force 5 of the morning had
deepened to a lowest pressure read- shifted to NE. Around midnight the
ing of 29.16 in. The trough of wind went further to the north, and
this occlusion was then over the mid- as the temperature fell below freezing
dle Atlantic seaboard with a secondary wet snow came down heavily. At
development near Hatteras centered 8:00 a.m., the 13th, the wind was N
in the remnant of the TG and TA air force 9, temperature 30°, and the
flow at the surface. (Pressure rising pressure rising. Rainsnow fell all
.06" in three hours with wind E force day, but with rising pressure, rising
5 at Bermuda, indicated that the sec- temperature, and decreasing NNE
ondary would move on to the coast or winds. There was no additional acthat its eastward progress would be cumulation of snow, and the precipiquite slow.) The high pressure cen- tation was all rain by early morning
ter persisted over the Gulf of St. the 14th.
Lawrence, bringing a continued strong
On Mt. Washington, the afternoon
flow of PA on to the New England of the 12th, it was snowing and fogshores to check the eastward advance gy with the temperature averaging
of the occluded trough. This trough 18°, but the pressure was rising and
never passed Boston, though it came the SE wind force 11 decreasing. By
very near during the night of the 8:00 p.m. with the temperature still
12th; but the secondary extension
18° the wind had become calm. At
along the front produced a steep pres- 8:00 a.m., the 13th, the snow had
sure gradient between Boston and stopped and there were breaks in the
Nantucket the morning of the 13th fog, the wind was NE force 2, pres(from 30.24" to 29.90") at 8:00 a.m., sure still rising, and the temperature
resulting in northerly gales and wet up to 22° at 2:00 p.m. the sky was
snow along the coast. Toward evening, only partly cloudy, Acu at 4 km
the PA front wiped out the occluded coming slowly from the west; the
trough, and, by morning the 14th, wind practically calm, though the
passed south across the Atlantic pressure was still rising slowly, and
States to Florida as it swung around the temperature had risen to 26°.
On Monsoon Forecasting in India
SIR GILBERT T . W A L K E R
Editor, Royal Meteorological Society, London, England
(Ms received August 10, 1938)
SCIENCE OF SEASONAL foreshadowing being still "on probation" it seems worth while to
give some reasons for thinking that
its methods have proved less disappointing than might be inferred from
the scrupulously impartial article by
HE

T

Dr. Montgomery in the September,
1937, issue of this B U L L E T I N . After
showing that the formulae of 1908,
1919 and 1924 for forecasting monsoon rainfall had not worked out as
successfully as had been expected the
article ended with the remark: "Thus,
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